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I - IiJTHOHJCTIOH

The concapt of polarization of Ii5-ht is an old one. It was

realized long ago that light car. he polarized and that the natural

light is unp0la.ri.2ed. The unpolarized state of light has hovivar been

defined by different authors usins Aiffere-jt statements. Prakash and

Chandra pointed out that the definitions coroionly jiven are not,

strictly speaking, corraot. They defined the unpolariaed state of

radiation according to the . following definitions;

DEFINITION I : Light exists in an unpolariaad ststa if ita

properties donot aha-n^e on introducing an arbitrary phase

retardation in any arbitrarily chosen (ganaral) polarized

component.

DEFINITION II : The unpolarized state is a aupsrposition of all

(ger.erel) polarization states with eq.ual probability.

Usinjj theee, Prakash and Chandra obtained the general form of the

density operator and of the q.usai-probalaility functions. The/ also show«4

that the stokes parameters aro insufficient to describe the uupolarized

stite of radiation and profced that if an unpolariaed beam of radiation

has two statistically independent orthogonally polarized components,

the light beam is of ohaotio nature. In many recant editions of

standard textbooks, however, the definition of unpolariaad light still

appears inf strictly apeaking, incorrect forms. It wag felt that this

point should be made clear in a simple, cl&ssic&l and easily readable

way and this was the motivation behind this effort.
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II - i. DEFINITION OF 1JHPOLASIZS3 STATS OF LI3HT

We begin by consideration of the definition ^ivan bj Bern

iid Yi'olf in their classic bonk, principles of optics? The authors

write the following:

Light which is most frequently encountered An nature has the

property that the intensity of i%a components ir. s,ry direction

perpendicular to the direction of propagation is the aims; ?ii:d,

moreover, this intensity ia not affected by any previous retardation

of one of the rectangular components relative to the ether, into

which the light may have been resolved. In other words,

1(6,6) - constant

for all values of 6 and 6. Such light may be aiid to be

completely unpolarized and is often called natural light.

1(0,t) has besn defined, considering light propagating in the s direction,

as the intensity of vibrations in the direction in xy—plane aiakinjj ,-in

angle 0 with the x axipi, after y, phase retardation £ has heen

introduced in ths ;- ̂ omponent with respect to the x noapnnent. In

this definition, only the intensity of light has been used to define the

nit'jis. A light beam has random variations in the pLe.se irtd in the inten-

sity, and its nature (all properties) uarmot'be defined by any single

parameter, such as the menn intensity. The above definition works well

if one haa to confine to only the linear interactions of light, where

only the intensity and mutual coherence between the two orthogonal

polarization mode*' are involved, however, if one is ijei dealing with

nonlinear interactions of unpolarized light, further oonsiderationa are

required.
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It is net out of place to Ear.ti'jn th.J.t tie usual way of

studying interactions of unpdariaed state of li^ht his beai to

consider first the interactions of a plaae polarised beam of light

and to j,veriate t'na result* thus obtained over the incident polarization.

For linear inter.ictii.-ns, this works• For nonlinear interactions, wuch as

second harmonic generation, however, this is not correct. This point

becomes clear from consideration of the meohaniBSB of second harraonio

generation in quantum mechanics. Since a seccrd harmonio photon ia

craated when two incident photona y.ra destroyed, the above avor.igiiig pro-

celurs will obviously not take into acucunt the -jor.tribution to creation

of second harmonic photons from destruction of two incident phWons

having non-identicfil polarizations.

A natural generalization of the definition of Born and Wolf

is obtained by considering all properties of radiation instead of only the

intensity of one linearly polarized component. Ons way of giving thii

generg.1 definition ie the following!

DEFINITION » Ligirt ia unpolarized if its properties donot change

(i) on introducing any arbitrary retardation in any linearly polarized

component, and (il) on rotating the beam about the direction of

propagation by an arbitrary an^le.

It should be noted that since introduction of equal and opposite

retardations to two circularly polarized componants is "n»!r*- equivalent

to rotation cf the light beam, the above definition can be simplified to

the definition I given in the previous section.
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I I I - FORM OF THE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FOTCTIOSI POH

UKPOL1HIZBB LIGHT

Consider a one-mode o p t i c a l f i e l d given by the r e a l s i g n a l ,

V - t - (III.l)

The field can also be described with the help of the complex amplitude,

(III.2)

which gives the real signal using

(III.3)

,10
The complex amplitude A ia called analytic siggsl. Coherence

properties of the optical fields are usually described in terms of the

analytic) signal.

One can define a probability distribution function ?(*Tt°(^

by writing the probability of having the real part of analytic «ignal

between e( and o( + d«( and having the imaginary part between *(^

and o(. + d*<- as ?(tt ,oi.) dd. &<t.. The oohsrenoe funotiona of order

(m,ti), 'P*'81*11^ are then defin«d is

(III.4)
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Introduotion of a phase retardation ft 13 equivalent to th*

replacement of the rea l signal V oos(Wt — 4") by V oos(wt - • + € J,

I . e . , replaoement of the analytic signal ai by o(' -

transformation,

e 1 , or the

ot'T - ct^. 0031- - c^ tin 6- ,

* •

(IIX.5)

In this transformation^ the coherence fun_otiona transform as

r(m,n) ^ r,(m,n) m

3iEoe, in the transformation given by Sqa. (III.5), w* have

(III-7)

we can write Bq. (ill.6) as

i * til sin*, - alj, sint + «q coif }

(III.8)

If the properties of light donot change, we have
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for all values of
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and t>. Thia ia possible only if

cos

for arbitrary vsluS3 of 6, or if

ctr ela£ + at± cos<)

(III.10)

is a function of D(£ +

It we consider an optical field having a. aingli value of tha

propagation vector but two modes corresponding to the two ottbcgonal

polarization modes for thia propagation vector, ve can us* the probability

distribution function P(»( ,<<iff tft) f° r *be analytic signals o< -

„( +ij. and B - pr +it. in the first and second mode respectively. Tliia

oan be defined by saying that P ^ , ^ , fr, ̂ ) d.Uf d ^ d^r d^± Is th«

probability that the rsal parts of analytic lignals of the fir«t and

••oond node 11* in the intervals e( tool + do* and B to & + ii

r r r i r t r ir

rcspeotively, and the oorr«»ponding ima£inary parts li« in the intervals

«f to •(. + d-(. and 8. to p. + dp reapeotivaly. If the properties of

light donot change on introducing abritrary j>ha,se retardation* in the two

modae, ws oan show that F(o<r,o(i, t,[ ) ia a function of ot̂  + <4^ and

f + p . , in a way similar to that used earlier in this caption for the (T

one-DCd«'oaia.

Let the pola.riza.tion vectors for the firat and saoond polariza-

tion atata and the propagation veqtor form a right handed triad, fiotation

of the beam about the direction of propa^ition by *» an^le a ia then

equivalent to the tryii«forB«tion,

J. _ «<• - d ooa & - g sin 6 ,

s in

(III.11)

If th« properties of light donot ohange in thi» tranBfonaation, uaing

arguments eimilar to those ueod for derivation of Eg.. (HI.IO), ' i t oan

ba shewn that

of a i n ^ + fT ooafl, n/ĵ

(III.12)

Thia i» possible for all values of 9, only if P i» a function of

2 2 2 .2

For light to be unpolarised aooording to the general definition

givsn in the previou8 section, therefore, the condition (i) demanda that
2 2 2 »2\

the condition (il) deaumda that it should be of the fern

r' A + Pi) 1 S p O 8 B i b l B

the form,

(111.13)

i . e . , i t i t * function of |«tl2 + |pl only.

If we write

f "

A cos

( I I I .H)

CIII.15)
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A varies from 0 to a , d varies from 0 to n/Z and <-f> and £„ vary

froo 0 to 2*. The properties of light can be described by the probability

distribution function P{A, & , 4^ , *a) which glvaa the probability

P U > *J +^> h ) ^ M I * eino* dA d* d ^ d^. for analytic signal

to be lnjthe interval*: defined by the intervals k te A + it, (P to 0 + dtf,

«£, to 4J, + d*^ and A, to 4»,+ 'Mk • According to Sq.. (III.13), thtn,

the condition for occurrence of ur.polarized et*t« ii

IV - KXAMUJATIOH £IF BKflHITIOlfa OF UBFOLAaiaEB 3TAM SIVSH IJf

SOUS COMKOI 3TAHMEJ) BOOKS

L»t us non «xaidn« th« f«fftni tlott* of unpolarized light

g :in some common standard books. Sonaaerfeld write the fallowing :

Only the quantity s + Ax has s given v»lu« which la d«termined

of a l l •le««nti.ry prooess»a> Tha A , A taken

vlngly, how*vex, ramtin cocpietely undetarmined, especially

as regard* their phases. All thi i 1* true for what -ue call Hn»tu»ml

Barlier, the author describes^ the elaotrio fieW b j

(IT.1)

making it clear that the light ia propagating along the x direction, and

that A and i. are the analytic signals in the orthogonal linearly

polarized nodes along the y and a axea. Apparently, the first Eentencs in

the above quotation demands that
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6, * ,

- f(A2 coe2tf e * + A 2 sin2^ e

and the second sentence dem&nds that

and the *W> make no sense together. The description can »a ais.de

7z vsomewhat meaningful, if one replaces

ia the first sentence of the quotation.

if
Jenkins and White write the following i

If en tke ether hand, the light is UBfelarlsed, like moat natural

light, ens say imagine that there are audden randon changes la 0,

occuring in tine interval of order 10~ aec. Every orientation of

A is te be regarded as equally probable, so that as indicated l>y the

dashed circle in Tig. 243, the average sffeot is completely

syaaetrio about the direetien ef propagation.

In their Tig. 24B, the x and y sixes and a dashed circle having radius

eq.ual to the amplitude ef vibration and centre at tie origin ara shown,

and & deneti« the angle between the direction of the amplitude and

the x axis. This definition is equivalent to demanding

The delta funaticfi tells that th« phaaea of the x and r components axe

the save and it appear* beoause the x and y components are obtained by
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resolving & signal which is lin«a.rly polarized in the direction 0

(which is then taken random). The result (IT.4) is obviously not correct

teeause introduction of a phase difference in any component will ohan^s

the properties of light, as P(i., £, 4^, <fy ) / FU, *, & + 6> *fy )

for arbitrary €.

Ditohburn writes the following!

A beam of unpolarized light n••/ oe regarded is the reaultant of t-.vo

beans polarized in two different planes and hstYing no permanent

phaee relation, i.e., not mutually ooherent. The variation of the

direction ef the vector which represents this resultant ie not

related in any regular way to the variation of its magnitudes.

3triotly speaking, the above requirement demands that

, &, 4^, e>) (iv.5)

3uch » light bean ie not symmetric about the direction of propagation

and, thu*, cannot be unpolarixed*

Slander and Sudarshan write the following!

In the other extreme light of thermal origin contains all polariza-

tions witlj equal probability, i.e., it is unpolariijed.

These authors have however not explained what they mean T>y auparpeaition

of all polariaation* with equal probability. As has been discussed in

section II, consideration of all linear polarization states with

equal probability cannot be correct. There is a different type of

superposition which is diecussed in the next section-
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V - THB ALfEBHATIVE DEFINITION

Let us now study the definition II given in a»o. I. By

polarisation state wa m*aa the polarization corresponding to the

complex unit vector,

"2 "2 (V.I)

where e, and »„ are unit vectors along the direotiona of th« two

orthogonal linear polarization* and t^ • fe^y + i t ^ and fg -

&2T + it:2i a r a * t o ^ a n i 2 components of e respectively, which have

the only restriction that

(IT. 2)

By superposition, we mean that e talceB ma«y values and there is a

probability distribution function ^C*^, * £ ) such that K*i»*2) d*

is the probability that the real parts of «j *nd

are in the intervals fc^ to ^ + d«-lp and « 2 r to < 2 r + dC

lr
d« l i d6 2 r

respectively and the itmginary parts are in the intervals £.. to

6j i + d6^ji and & 2 i to C •(- 4£2i reepeotively. By aq.ual superposition,

we mean that P dewcribea only the restriction <jiven in Eq. (V.2). Suoh

weight function i*

-2
(T.3)

_2
The factor R appears because of the normalization condition,
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d6lr (T.4)

If the field is in the mode characterized by the complex unit

vector 4 and the analytic aignal is *»* - Y + iV., th« real signal i»
** r i

Re(V s <T i W t). The analytic signals In the 1 and 2 - linearly
to*

polarized modes are then Y«j and VCg respectively. If Pt^, 1£) !•

the probability distribution function far the essentially one-mod*

field under consideratien, w» get the probability dietribution function

in the fora,

(v.5)

where, for a complex quantity + if^, we define

(V.6)

For distribution of all polarization at»tee with equal probability,

we g»t

(T.7)

Integration over real.and. imaginary parts of £^ and t £ gives

2 + \?)2
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which shows that

|*|2 + ^ £ only.

VI - UHPOUEIZBD 1IGOT WITH IHDEFENDKHT 0KTH0GONA1XT POLJLRIZID

COMPONENTS

Consider the erthogonal codes given by the complex polarisation

unit vectors,

«•
A A

(TE.l)

We Mte tfcit «*.* - «».« - 1 and i*.'e - 0. If A. and B arc the

analytio eignale for linearly pelariaed modes along e^ and e£

regpeotively, and if $ - ? p • i?A *nd ̂  • <jr + are ia

the msdea characteri«ed by « and *,, we have

f - »2.(i£+K> - 5*2

and, therefore,

(VI.2)

(VI.4)

(TI.5)

These equations give

(VI.6)
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Let us writ* the probability distribution function

P(etr,*ti, fr, ^ ) a* F^jf.) for brevity. Wo can then define the

probability distribution function if. - ( T,"»}) for description of

optical field in the basis of nodia given by £ and e,, by saying

that P.- (f,\) ifr if- dii d1). ie the probability for analytic

signal in tha mod* « to lie in the interval * r + ±(, to

f + d? +i(jf. + dl.) and that in the mode «,_ to lie in the interval

^ + i ^ to lfr + dj»r + i % + 4 ^ ) . This is given by

p.- - P( tvi.7)

in view of Sqs. (71.2), (71.3) and (71.6). If the light in

•nd P(^,J*) - f( \d\2 + |f|2), thi» reduces to

p..
«6.

f( (VI-8)

The reduced probability distribution functions for the modes

g altd i are given by
w ... •

•

- *cdy f(i + y).

(in.9)

(VI. 10)

(71.11)
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If the two nodes are independent of each other, we have

(71.12)

whioh givea

Ifl2) (vi. 13)

This can be MtiBfiad only if f and g are eiponftntial functions.

The unjolariz*! light thue has a chaotic nature.
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